
27 April QM Weekly Meeting
Last one :(((

1. Check in: VC, Grey, Jordan, Natan, Fadwa, Cal, Sarah, Fern, Katie
2. All

○ Sarah wants to mention idea
■ Sarah did a fellowship about sexual health in Montreal and that is over

but wants to continue it in some way
■ Wants to know if it would be possible to form a committee to teach

educations students about sex ed since all of them in Quebec needs
to do it in some capacity

■ Grey: suggests she can form working group and/or through GSC
■ Fern: working with ACCM?
■ Research portion has been done and they have letters of support from

ACCM
■ Possible project for next year

Sydney arrives

○ GSC updates
■ Not many sorry
■ Lav grad/launch of rainbow soon, sign up!!

1. It’s queer graduation for queer students
2. If your name is not your legal name, they put your preferred

name on the diploma they give you
■ IT ghosting still

1. They insist they don’t know what deadnaming is
■ Trans* statement still getting publicly approved, there’s no issues with

it, ssmu is just ever-slow
○ Office updates

■ Do we know the library door code yet?
1. Grey: Wallace hasn’t gotten back to me
2. Also hasn’t got to VC either

■ We also don’t know if we’ll be allowed in during the summer
■ VC hasn’t been able to reach Maheen either

○ Floor fellows really loved our condoms and would like to partner with us in the
future because their budget is not big enough to cover all the condoms they
need for the year

■ Project for next year
■ Floor fellows have direct access to first years! We can make posters

and give them with the condoms
3. Admin

○ Rainbow Connect
■ Thanked us for our feedback and asked for suggestions for

improvement
■ Probably the end of that story

○ Services Committee
■ Maheen didn’t come, so nothing happened



■ Was the last one of the year
○ Coord training:

■ Sunday 6-7 or 8pm May 2nd
Grey and Fern exempt

■ It’s really important everyone comes so that it doesn’t have to happen
twice

■ VC will add everyone to the coord fb group at the training
○ Contract hours update

■ It’s ok that it says 5hrs/week in your contract
■ They just divided the number of hours by more weeks because it’s

spread throughout the entire calendar year (May - April)
■ Means approx. 8-10 hrs a week during classes and a couple hours a

week when not in session
■ Let VC know if you have questions

○ Exit Reports
■ Don’t forget to write them and send to me by early May please

○ JBSCE Updates
■ Having a Terms of Reference Review

1. Involves reviewing their equity terms of reference and want to
make sure they have feedback and input

2. Having open consultations in early May
3. Meetings are on May 3rd from 1-2 pm and May 13th from 10 -

11am
a. VC doesn’t know if he can go to either, will depend on

his job schedule
b. Would like to make sure someone from QM does go to

make sure the needs of queer students are
represented

c. Sarah is free for go and will attend
■ There are many JBSCE subcommittees

○ JBSCE Queer Subcommittee Updates
■ Had a meeting with people who are trying to create a queer alumni

association
■ Previously prefaced it with “donor is giving money to create this alumni

association”
■ Was concerning to the queer student reps who were there that it did

not look like it was very intersectional
1. They took feedback to heart

■ Talked about potential structures and mandates
■ General consensus was there will be a queer alumni association, but

details about name, structure, and details are all still unclear and
unfinished

1. It’s a project that is being worked on
■ Brought up points that alumni association needs to not speak over

current queer student leaders and representives
■ And that it does not centre cis people
■ Also brought up that people with other marginalized identities should

be part of the core leadership of the group



■ If anyone has other points that should be added, feel free to message
VC

4. Finance
○ Credit card should be fine

■ We don’t need to get a new one
■ Might need to fill out the same form

5. Events
○ Half of It Tomorrow
○ & That’s all folks <3
○ Summer events will start at some point, will discuss thursday

6. Comms
○ Surprise in the listserv! (only Fadwa knows, it's a comms secret)
○ So excited for Fadwa’s exciting takeover
○ Lmk if you have last things or pets that haven’t had their moments

7. Resource
○ Nothing, ilysm <3

8. Closing remarks
○ Is there a meeting next week? No. only sleeps
○ Love you all!!!!!

9. Points of action
○ Sydney:

■
○ Jordan:

■
○ Grey:

■ Write how to check out a book for Natan’s exit report
■ Ilysm i hope u all have an amazing next year <3<3<3<3<3<3

○ Fern:
■ Love you all so so so much!!!!

○ Natan:
■

○ VC:
■

○ Everyone:
■ Write exit reports


